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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the regulations are focused on the 
current and future plastic disposal  
-mainly based on the industrial producers-
but not on the accumulation of plastic 
debris already existing on public goods.

2. MOTIVATION
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3. APPROACH
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a) Biology  Sampling on desert wastelands.

 Bio-essays with selected microorganisms in 
minimum media with plastic as sole carbon 
source.

 Species identification.

 Identification of growth parameters under 
controlled conditions.
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b) Outreach
 Surveys

 Visits and interview with industry and Governmental 

organizations

 Schools activities

 Seminars, conferences, and workshops

 Press and radio news release

Visits and interviews

Governmental                  Plastic recycling                    Plastic debris producers Landfills
agencies organizations and recycling companies
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School activities

 Motivational video

 Scientific method talk

 Microorganisms 

observation

 Handwork with 

disposed plastic bags

c) Engineering

 Why: Plastic debris increasing and policies do not incorporate the 
already disposed plastics.

 Who: Interdisciplinary team (students, economists, engineers, 
microbiologists).

 What:  A prototype reactor able to break the PE down, at low energy 
cost, and using accessible materials.

 Where to use: Coastal and inland areas of tourism-based economies.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
 Three species of fungi and three of bacteria stayed growing into the 

minimum liquid medium with PE as sole source of carbon.

 The best growing was obtained for a fungi species in liquid medium.

 The fundamentals of design for the prototype are based on a liquid 
solid bioreactor.

 The first prototype was created using a 3D printer and accessible 
electronic sensors and materials.

5. FUTURE WORK
 Lab experiments with different types of plastics.

Proposal being developed for plastics used at the Colombian banana industry

 Lab experiments with different types of media.

Proposal on evaluation for plastics arriving to the coasts of Rapa Nui (Marine Protected Area). 

 Up-scaling the reactor to ambient conditions and higher processing 
volumes.

Adapting the selected microorganisms to the varying conditions of temperature, UV radiation, 

and humidity at the Atacama desert.

 Continue looking for funds to continue working on this research field.
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Funded by: Contact us:

www.plasticbiodegradation.com

Biodegradation of plastic bags: A technological alternative for preventing 
marine debris

www.plasticbiodegradation.com

Thank you!


